
eenber~'s terlll "'0 hllmp into." It can 
II contrivance" -·);omelhing mechanical. 

rhetoric. mean" the choosi ng or fi ndi ng 
ISSion Or argn men t" - paten tiall y a chill 
~h many people, including MacLean and 
tonately involved-or "Inventiveness in 
rgement of design, treatment," which 
exemplifies. Or it can mean "the power 

W combinations." 
ich this definition rests is perhaps more 
'pe than to Ah,in Greenberg, but it does 

'-nce-and some of the fun-of The In
I traditional heroes, including generic 

.ppeais to us because he seems immune 
~:orries, the Greek, of everyday life. Yet 
untless other gunfighter heroes, seeks to 

on him, to stop playing cowboys and 
'rmal Me. But this time the hero rides off 

I not with Joey and the incomprehending 
Ikless wilds which may be inaccessible to 
r privileged position as spectators 

rot his apotheosis but our immersion in 
ion which from the outside seemed clear 
losterous landscape which, nevertheless, 
~ienced." To an even greater extent than 
.~ated or parody Western, Greenberg has 
.rds the form and our nostalgia, which 
towards our younger, uncritical selves, 

'elationship to conventional patterns of 
ferns, we have learned from fiction. Play
~g and even salutary, Greenberg implies, 
await where Bill-and we-cannot yet
:eI implies, the joumey can be made only 
ention, of discovering where one is and 

() be. 

University of Oklahoma 

Silos 

They rise through scrub trees, 
perfectly concentric, 
silhouetted agaimt the sky . 
Sometimes they take form from behind a hillside, 
or appear, 
staunch beside crooked tumbling barm. 

They are perfect and perfectly silent: wonderous: 
shaded wine-red or limestone grey, 
single or side by side in twos and threes, 
hollow stillness against branching and shivering trees. 

Did she gaze at them, 
looking up from her sink, 
while she wiped sweat from her race with the back of her greasy 

hand? 
Did they rise for her, 
sUent and perfect, 
apart from ber damar-filled, hay strewn world? 
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.... :? .. 

In the four-room frame house, 
her sketches tilting on walls cracked and slanting, 
could she feel the rock foundation being pulled, 
inexorably, 
down into the gumbo. 

As she wrestled calves and steaming kettles of corn, 
took: wilted dandelions from a grubby fist; 
when she baked fourteen loaves of breaJ before breakfast, 
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use. 
i walls cracked and slanting, 
Ie foundation being pulled, 

steaming kettles of corn, 
from a grubby fist; 

;een loaves of brea.:J before breakfast, 

and lay in the close sleepless dark, 
thinking of nuzzling voiC*S;
 
did the wind, keening across the cold clean shapes,
 
stop her thoughts?
 

And	 now, 
fifty years later, 
we watch the silos. 

Driving the interstates, 
doling out juice and coke, 
we see them in thistle strewn fields, 
in pastures reverting to cedar. 

Poking along country roads 
sighting rusted sinks among sunflowers, foundations disappear

ing into the soU, 
we still gaze at the silos. 

Bald in pastures or tangled in scraggly growth, 

they stand intact, 

perfectly round, 

perfectly silent. 

June Underwood 
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